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It’s been great to have over the board chess (OTB) back after being forced to close our doors back in March 2020.
Not surprisingly the 18 month closure and the continuing Covid pandemic have had an impact. Quite a few of the
club’s familiar faces are absent due to being unable to attend or quite understandably, wishing to avoid unnecessary
social contacts. On the other hand, we have had a good number of people who are new to the chess scene joining
the club and some returning after a lengthy absence. Also encouraging is the fantastic success Nick’s merry band of
juniors are achieving (see his report below and his FIDE trainer report appended). I’m looking forward to seeing how
they develop over the next few years.
The club has continued to take part in the online 4NCL and having gained promotion, the Plymouth 1 team will be
taking on the GMs and IMs in Division 1 next season – scary! We aren’t yet sure if we will be playing any OTB team
chess this season. Because getting teams to away matches usually involves having a car full of our players travel
together, we decided not to take part in the Torbay Chess League this year. The Devon County Chess Association has
delayed its decision on restarting the leagues. It has been considering getting some league activity going in the new
year but the Omicron variant may put paid to that.
Finally, it was sad to have to stop our Wednesday evening sessions. The club has been open two evenings a week for
as long as I can remember but I am sure it is the right decision. I think the longer season and shorter summer
closure will work better for most of the members.
Martin Quinn

Four Nations Chess League: season 4
The participants in the online Four Nations Chess League (4NCL) can change quite a lot from season to season and
with the restarting of OTB chess, there was less demand for online competition, with just 5 divisions in season 4
rather than the 7 divisions in season 3. Plymouth 1 remained in division 2 while Plymouth 2 went up from division 6
to division 4.
Having spent the previous 3 seasons as one of the lowest rated teams in Division 2, it was quite a surprise to find
Plymouth 1 were the highest rated team in their group (each Division is split into 4 groups). After starting with two
4-0 wins it seemed finishing top in our group would be a formality. However round 3 changed all that as we lost 2.5
– 1.5 to the eventual group winners, Shropshire and Friends 2. We ended up joint 2nd with two other teams on
match points but grabbed the second spot which secures automatic promotion to Division 1 as a result of having the
best game points score.
Plymouth 2 were unlucky to finish second to bottom in their group on match points as they didn’t have any really
bad results and on game points alone they would have been mid-table. Theoretically this is a relegation spot but
from our past experience, given the turnover of teams in the online 4NCL, it is likely the team will stay up.
Thanks to everyone who joined the online 4NCL squad including those who agreed to be reserves and were never
called upon. Two performances deserve special mention: David Twine played for Plymouth 1 in all seven rounds and
scored 5 wins and 2 draws; Tony Tatam scored 3 wins and a draw from his four games for Plymouth 2, having scored
an unbeaten 4 from 5 the previous season. Both players have provided annotated games in the Games section
below.

Juniors report by Nick Butland
Many in the club seem to have assumed that the junior club resumed where it left off, but far from it. In March 2020,
we had 10 children coming each week, but this October resumed with 2. However, we are back up to 5, with
prospects of more.
Over the board chess has been in short supply for the juniors as well, but the Devon Junior Chess Association held its
county championship at the start of December and we were delighted that Angela scored 4/6 among the Under 11s
to be best girl in the age group.
One of the by products of my starting to take weekly sessions at DHS has been that Fintan (16) & Devrim (14) have
joined the Larry Guard competition in recent weeks. Fintan played his first serious tournament in the Under 18s, and
Ayush scored 2.5, although GCSEs are his main priority, so you may not see him around for now.
Devrim is someone I had been trying to recruit for the club for some time and he showed his pedigree in the junior
event with 4.5/6 to share the Devon Under 15 championship.
Caleb continues to prove himself the county's outstanding youngster, as our Bloodworth competitors have noticed
(5/5 so far). Thirteen in August this year, he played the Under 18 age group, recording 4 wins and 2 draws to become
overall junior champion.
If you know of a child with an interest, please get them along to the club at 5 on a Monday from 10th January. Even
the newest newcomer will be welcome at a training event planned for 12th March!

Games
David Twine discusses some of his games from season 4 of the online 4NCL
We had two teams playing in the National 4NCL tournament on the Lichess online chess platform and I had some
interesting games playing for Plymouth I in Division 2. Here are some snapshots of my season in our promotion
winning campaign.
In the first game I was Black in a Pirc defence
Online 4NCL 07.09.2021
Plymouth I v Kent Kestrels
Tom Heard (White) v D.Twine (Black)
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 g6 4.Nf3 Bg7 5.Bd3 0–0 6.h3 e5 7.dxe5 dxe5 8.Bg5 h6 9.Bh4 Nc6 10.0–0 g5 11.Bg3 Qe7
12.Qe2
This is already the key stage of the game. I decided that I could risk 12....Nh5, though placing the Knight on the same
diagonal as the Queen clearly carries some risk.
12...Nh5

My opponent saw that 13 Nxe5 was refuted by 13...Nxg3 but he thought he could win the pawn by taking with the
Bishop first. The game continuation shows the problem with this!
13.Bxe5 Nxe5 14.Nxe5 Nf4
This was the intermezzo my opponent missed. He loses a piece and the game. The Black e5 pawn was indeed
poisoned. White could have maintained his opening edge by simply playing 13 Nd5 (showing the real downside of
13...Nh5).The rest of the moves were:15.Qf3 Bxe5 16.Nd5 Qd6 17.Rad1 Nxd5 18.exd5 Bd7 19.g4 Rae8 20.Kg2 Bxb2 21.Rb1 Bd4 22.Rb4 Qxb4 23.h4 Bg7
24.hxg5 Qxg4+ 25.Qxg4 Bxg4 26.gxh6 Bxh6 27.Rh1 Kg7 28.f3 Bd7 29.Kf2 Re5 30.f4 Bxf4 31.Rh7+ Kf6 32.Rh4 Be3+
33.Kf3 Rg8 34.c4 Bg5 0–1
In the next round I was White and met the Petroff Defence.
4NCL 21.09.2021
Plymouth I v Shropshire and Friends II
D.Twine (White) v Steve Rooney (Black)
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.d4 Nxe4 4.Nxe5 d5 5.Bd3 Nd7 6.0–0 Nxe5 7.dxe5 Bf5
This seems natural but it looked dubious because the Knight can't go back to d6 to defend the Bishop. I wasn't sure if
we were still in theory.
8.f3 Bc5+ 9.Kh1
Before committing to 8 f3 I saw the line 9...Ng3+ and 10...Qh4#. Thankfully I realised that my newly arrived pawn on
g3 would avoid that miniature!
9...Nf2+ 10.Rxf2 Bxd3 11.Rd2 Bc4 12.b3 Be3
I had to see all this before playing 8 f3 so I was pleased with the accuracy of my assessment of the position.
13.bxc4 Bxd2 14.Nxd2 0–0 15.Bb2 dxc4 16.Nxc4 Qh4 17.Qe2 Rad8 18.g3 Qg5 19.f4 Qe7 20.Qe4 Qb4 21.e6 Qe7
My play has been incisive up to this point but now with a winning advantage I began to lose the thread. All my good
play is about to unravel. Here 22 Ba3 just wins more material as 22...c5 can be met with 23 Bxc5 and 24 e7.
22.f5 fxe6

After 23 fxe6 I still hold a large advantage but I saw the e pawn getting surrounded after 23....Rde8 - not
appreciating that after 24 Qg4! it is invulnerable.
23.Qxe6+? Qxe6 24.fxe6 Rf2
All of a sudden Black has counter-play and I need to be careful. I am also in some time trouble so it is the worst time
to offer him active play.
25.Re1?
This is a reckless blunder and is just losing. With 25 Ba3 I could have set up a nice trap ( 25....Rxc2; 26 e7, Re8; 27 Rf1
winning) and anyway (after 25...Re8 instead) I still hold an (admittedly dwindling) advantage.

25...Rxc2 26.e7 Re8 27.Ba3
I was thoroughly depressed by this time, disgusted with myself for throwing away a winning position. My only chance
with seconds left on my clock was a swindle.
27...Rxa2?
Amazing! 27...Rxc4 wins easily as 28 Rf1 is met by 28...c5. My opponent believed my threat was real enough to avoid
taking the Knight.
28.Rf1 Rxa3 29.Nxa3 Rxe7
His three connected passed pawns are about equal to my Knight though I think only Black has winning chances
(especially as I was now relying on 15 second increments for each move). We played out the rest of the game to a
drawn king and pawn endgame.
30.Kg2 c6 31.Nc4 g6 32.Rf3 b5 33.Na5 Re2+ 34.Rf2 Rxf2+ 35.Kxf2 c5 36.Ke3 Kf7 37.Nc6 a6 38.Nb8 a5 39.Nd7 Ke6
40.Nxc5+ Kd5 41.Nb7 a4 42.Kd3 Kc6 43.Nd8+ Kc5 44.Kc3 b4+ 45.Kb2 h6 46.Ne6+ Kc4 47.Nf4 g5 48.Ne2 h5 49.h4 gxh4
50.gxh4 b3 51.Nf4 Kb4 52.Nd3+ Kc4 53.Nf4 a3+ 54.Kxa3 Kc3 55.Ne2+ Kd3 56.Kxb3 Kxe2 57.Kc2 Kf3 58.Kd3 Kg3 59.Ke3
Kxh4 60.Kf4 Kh3 61.Kf3 ½–½
This game took me through the wringer. I was pleased with my combinational awareness and calculating skills, and I
do like a tactical battle but one move can always undo a lot of good work! In the end I was very lucky to escape with
a draw. The combination of a drop in energy and concentration allied with time pressure and an opponent who is
fighting to stay in the game, all led to a hard earned advantage being squandered. That I did not lose was down to my
finding a desperate plan and my opponent overlooking his winning move. In chess parlance - a swindle.

My most pleasing game was in Round 6 where I played a nice Kingside attack in a Ruy Lopez. My opponent did not
play dynamically enough to achieve the Black Queenside counter-play that is necessary in such lines.
Online 4NCL 2/11/21
Plymouth I v Bradford DCA Knights A
D.Twine (white) v Paul A Johnson
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.Bb5 a6 4.Ba4 Nf6 5.0–0 Be7 6.Re1 d6 7.c3 b5 8.Bb3 Na5 9.Bc2 c5 10.d4 Qc7 11.h3 Nc4 12.a4 Nb6
13.axb5 axb5 14.Rxa8 Nxa8 15.Nbd2 0–0 16.Nf1 Re8 17.d5 Nb6 18.b3 Bd7 19.N3h2 g6 20.g4 Kh8 21.Ng3 Bf8 22.h4
Bg7 23.h5

23...gxh5 24.g5 Ng8 25.Qxh5 f6 26.Nf5
This wins at least the exchange but I had to be careful not to get my Queen trapped!
26 ... Bxf5 27.Qxe8 Bd7 28.Qf7 Qd8 29.gxf6 Nxf6 30.Kh1 Be8 31.Qe6 Nc8 32.Bg5
This sets up a nice trap if Black thinks he can repeat moves attacking the Queen...

32. ... Bd7 33.Qf7 Be8
...which he does.
34.Bxf6
Another intermezzo!
34...Qxf6 35.Qxe8+ 1-0
Despite our successful season we may need some wise transfer dealings to cope in the higher league.

Smith,Richard (Camborne Pendarves) - Tatam,Tony
4NCL Division 4 Round 5 Plymouth, 19.10.2021
Kings Gambit accepted
Notes by Tony
1.e4 e5 2.f4 exf4 3.Nf3 g5
I decided to hold onto the pawn advantage as I have won before with this move.
4.Bc4 Nc6 5.0–0 h6 6.d4 d6 7.Qe2 Bg7 8.c3 Bg4 9.g3 Qd7 10.gxf4 0–0–0
I castled Queenside knowing my opponent’s King was now exposed to a Kingside attack.
11.d5 Na5
Attacking the Bishop but this was a terrible mistake because the Knight is lost to b4.
12.Bd3 Bh3 13.Re1 Qg4+ 14.Kh1 Qh5 15.b4
Now I see the folly of my move 11, oh dear, oh dear!
15. ... Bg4 16.Rf1 Nf6 17.bxa5 Rde8 18.Nbd2
I now see I can capture a couple of pawns and I’m back in the game
18. ... Nxd5

19.Qf2 Nxf4 20.Be2 Nxe2 21.Qxe2 Bxc3
The Lichess engine says this is a blunder but capturing this pawn put me back on level terms
22.Rb1 Bxa5
Now I’m a pawn up, not bad after losing my Knight earlier
23.Nc4 Bb6 24.Nxb6+ axb6 25.Qd3 Re7 26.Bb2 Rhe8 27.Rbe1 Qg6 28.Nd2 Bd7 29.Kg1 Bc6
I thought this a good move with four pieces now attacking the e pawn but just didn’t see the next move coming.
30.Rf6 Qh5 31.Qf3 Qxf3
Why not, my theory is now try and swap off the pieces as I have lots of pawns
32.Rxf3 Bxe4 33.Nxe4 Rxe4 34.Rxe4 Rxe4 35.Rxf7 Re6 36.Kf2 c5 37.Rf6
I think this was a mistake as it enables me to swap the Rooks off
37 ... Rxf6+ 38.Bxf6 Kd7 39.Kg3 Ke6 40.Bg7 h5 41.Bh6 Kf5 42.Kf3 d5 43.Bg7 b5

This has to be good for me, 2 passed pawns and the front rank is holding firm
44.Bf8 c4 45.Ke3 Ke6 46.Bg7 b4 47.Kd2 b5 48.Bf8 b3 49.axb3 cxb3 50.Kc3 Ke5 51.Bg7+ Ke4 52.Kxb3 d4 53.Kc2 g4
54.Bf6 Ke3 55.Bg5+ Ke2 56.Kc1 d3
As long as I don’t do anything stupid this must surely be game over now
57.Bf4 b4 58.Bg5 b3 59.Bf4
My opponent is lost for moves now and I see the opportunity to push the h pawn
50 ... h4 60.Bg5 g3 61.hxg3 hxg3 White resigns
I was well pleased with this game particularly after such a disastrous start when I lost my Knight so early.
Martin Quinn v Nick Butland
Strong Knockout QF (held over from 2019-20 season!) 25 October 2021

Notes by Martin

Apart from one quick casual game, this was my first chess game played on a chess board as opposed to on a screen
for over 18 months. It felt a bit strange at first, like getting back on a bicycle after a long break, a bit wobbly until you
find your centre of gravity again.
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d5
Damn! My knowledge of openings is really dreadful – so poor in fact that not only did I not know what move 3 might
be in the ‘book’, I couldn’t even remember the name of this – it’s the Elephant Gambit.
3.Nxe5 Bd6 4.d4 dxe4 5.Nc4 Nf6 6.Bg5
Nick wasn’t expecting this and it took him out of his prep – thank goodness!
0–0 7.Be2 Nc6 8.c3 Re8 9.Nxd6 Qxd6 10.0–0

10. .... h6
Computers don’t seem to like moves that upset the pawns in front of the King. This sees the assessment change from
a small advantage to Black to a small advantage to White.
11.Bh4 Nd5 12.Nd2
As soon as I made this move I began to fret about my bishop getting trapped if Black pushed his pawns f5, g5 & f4 but
looking at it after the game I could see there was no real danger. Even 13.f3 which I didn’t think could be played is
fine, 12 ... f5 13.f3 Ne3 14.Nc4 Nxd1 15.Nxd6 cxd6 16.Raxd1
12. ... Bf5 13.Nc4 Qd7 14.Ne3!? Nxe3 15.fxe3

I hadn’t been sure about move 14. Ne3, which left me with a the backward pawn on e3, but as there is no black
squared bishop to threaten it and I was gaining a half open file, I thought it worth it.
15. ... g5
This weakens the pawn structure too much. Ne7 or a6 were preferable.
16.Bg3 Bg6 17.Bb5 a6 18.Ba4 b5 19.Bb3

19. ... Rad8
In our postgame analysis we concluded Kg7 would have made it harder for White to find a way to make progress.
20.Rf6!
The obvious threat is Rxg6+ but the main point is I can now pile pressure down the f file. Also, my Bishops control d5,
e5. d6 and e6 - by posting a Rook on f6 this is reinforced, giving Black few options in the centre.
20. ... Kg7 21.Qf1 h5 22.h3 h4 23.Bh2 Rf8 24.Qf2 Na5

25.Rxa6
I struggled to decide between Rxa6 and Be5. I suspect most people would have played Be5 in a flash but the more I
calculated variations the more complicated they seemed, so I opted for what I saw as the simpler move. The
computer assessment suggests they are equally good moves.
25...Nxb3 26.Qf6+ Kh6 27.axb3 Qd5
It’s natural to try to create counter play but the computer says its best to hunker down in defense, 27. ...Rc8 with c6
or Qd8 as follow up moves would have made things more difficult for White.
28.Be5 Ra8?
This leads to a forced mate but there aren’t any good options at this stage.
29.Qg7+ Kh5

30.Rxg6! Rxa1+ 31.Kh2 fxg6 32.Qh7 mate

Club Competitions & Club events
Strong Knock-out 2019-20
Due to the club closure in March 2020 the Strong KO didn’t reach a conclusion that season but as only three games
remained to be played, it was agreed these could be completed upon reopening. Mick Stinton-Brownbridge and
Adam Hart-Davies met in the final in November with Mick coming out on top.
Christmas Rapidplay
Fourteen people took part in this six round Swiss event of 10 minute chess, superbly run as ever by Tony Tatam.
Caleb Caleshu continued his great run of form taking first place on 5.5 with Mick Stinton-Brownbridge and Martin
Quinn finishing joint second on 4.5.
The raffle raised £102 for club funds. Thanks to everyone who took part.

Trivia and Miscellany
The Lewis Chessmen

From Wikipedia: The Lewis chessmen or Uig chessmen, named after the island or the bay where they were found, are
a group of distinctive 12th-century chess pieces, along with other game pieces, most of which are carved from walrus
ivory. Discovered in 1831 on Lewis in the Outer Hebrides of Scotland, they may constitute some of the few complete,
surviving medieval chess sets.
A tweet by Judith Polgar alerted me to the song "Marching Mystery" written Scottish folk singer Dougie MaClean
which was inspired by these chess pieces.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTn4GOTl7tA

From Plymouth to Plymouth: a memoir and a FIDE Trainer seminar
I was 16 in 1971 when I took on some coaching work of the Plymouth College Horley Cup (current Years 79) team. Some of you will therefore spot that I have moved my scene of action by about 400 yards in 50
years. This is about average for my family, who were based in Holne, near Buckfastleigh some 400 years
ago. But I only returned to Devon to live in 2014, so what had I been up to in the intervening years?
After 3 fairly unremarkable years at Oxford – my only tilt at the University championship ended with a 50%
score – I pitched up in Sheffield for my first job in the steel industry. I spent the first 9 months there living
in the YMCA – yes, just as the Village People recorded their hit in 1978.Unusually, there was a Sheffield
league side based on the premises, but my availability was limited by my working a 3-shift rotation. I
continued to play for them after moving out & then getting married, but as numbers dwindled, I was
recruited to SASCA (Sheffield Area Schools’ Chess Association), but again, working hours limited my
participation. At that stage, I decided to move on & retrained in computer programming, which kept me in
IT until I retired. That sorted my work pattern out, but with Hazel involved in GP training & our first
daughter on the way, I reacted to a job advert which would move us to Maidstone in Kent.
The chess club there was quite a hothouse, mainly run by Chris Howell & I remember standing in for him
one day as team captain when we fielded a teenage Matthew Sadler, now GM, on top board. I managed to
get my grading up to the 140s. But with a second daughter & also running a midweek youth club, my chess
was again limited. I changed job again after 5 years & we moved to a larger house around the corner, only
for my new employer to announce a change of premises over the course of 12 months.
After no shortage of debate, the family upped sticks again for Aylesbury. The town club had folded some
time before we moved & I remember chatting with Alan Cox, then Bucks secretary who said “You’ll have to
restart it”. “Not me, says I”. Now, those of you who have taken a break from chess at any stage will know
that you miss it when it’s not there. Perhaps surprisingly, I didn’t really restart the club, but I did help &
much of the work was done by a guy whose grading peaked at about 60. It stood the test of time & is still
going nearly 30 years on. We won the county league a few times, but players drift in & out a great deal in
the Home Counties. 3 of the kids who went through our junior club became British Under-16 champions. I
ran junior sessions there for 15+ years & it was there I learned the ideal set-up for holding junior coaching
before an adult session & gradually introducing the stronger juniors into adult competition.
After my wife had been obliged to retire from a busy job as GP by illness, we spent a few years plotting our
escape. I was persuaded to stay on in my job for a year longer than originally intended, which enabled us to
locate the house that we moved to 3 days after I finished work. I hadn’t played much for several months
before the move & got duffed up by Plamen in the champion’s simul in my first reappearance at Plymouth
club, but after a quiet first year, it seemed to be time to start thinking about juniors again.

And so…
At the start of September this year, I had the opportunity to take my first coaching exam and my first
written exam since Finals in 1977. That was to come at the end of an exhaustive but hugely helpful
weekend. So on the Friday evening, I settled down to listen to Paul Long explaining the FIDE training
structure. I’ll explain this at the bottom…With just a short break for coffee, we were into a talk by Artur
Yusupov (3 times World Championship candidate between 1986 & 1992). Yusupov’s “back story” is an
interesting one; thirty years ago, he arrived home in Moscow to find a burglary taking place & was shot
during a struggle. Shortly after, he moved to Germany, where he has made a living in coaching ever since.

Yusupov “Talent, the Role & challenges of Trainers, Ways of Improvement & Different Training Methods”
Yes, too long a title, but with a lot of very practical suggestions. For instance, don’t try to teach openings
until the individual stops blundering pieces. I have rethought my strategy after his talk, to include playing
through some classic games with the youngsters.
Spotting talent is always a challenge; how should I treat the child differently (especially when every parent
thinks their offspring is “above average”)? In the past I had to acknowledge that I couldn’t entertain the 8
year-old Will Claridge-Hansen (13 years later rated 2415) in a class of “average Joes”. Freed from a daytime
job, I find it far more satisfying working, if possible, one-to-one, if the talent is there.
There were tips on tournament preparation. I have had students play one round a day for a week
competitions, as well as the usual 5 or 6 round single day format, but the recent 2 day, 11 round tourney in
which Caleb competed was a challenge in every possible category. He was physically the smallest, nearly 2
years younger than some competitors, had furthest to travel & unlike the London-based kids, hadn’t been
able to play OTB chess in 15 months. It doesn’t matter how much theory you have if your body can’t keep
up. In the circumstances (given no-one has up-to-date ratings), it was impossible to set any realistic goals &
completing the tournament was a triumph in itself.
I slept well that evening. We started bright & early with Ivan Sokolov:
Sokolov “Study of Classical games and Strategic patterns”
Well, I don’t know. It was Saturday am & I have a long list of games he mentioned & the pgn, so I guess this
one will keep for now. There are one or two people who might benefit from understanding the minority
attack & such like.
Luther “Basic Endgame Principles”
Probably the most rewarding session of the entire weekend. I guess most of us would confess we play
endings one or a few moves at a time. Counter to this, we spent some time looking at one of Fischer’s
games in his whitewash of Mark Taimanov fifty years ago. How would you plan to play an ending of rook,
bishop & 6 pawns v rook, knight & 6? Fischer’s plan involved:
1. Weaken the opponent’s pawns,
2. Get him to move them on to the squares the same colour as your bishop,
3. Swap the rooks off,
4. Tie your opponent’s knight down to defending the pawns,
5. Invade with your king.
Simple game, innit?
Yusupov “Analysing Your Own Games”
Yes, he came back for more & we were strongly encouraged to get students to work on analysing their
games without first switching on the computer engines that are now everywhere. This prepares us for
thinking during our games and help to vindicate or challenge our evaluations.
Kobalia “Opening Repertoire”
I think by the time this started in the evening, most of us were struggling with coherent thought & we
didn’t feel that getting the coach to the Russian junior team necessarily related to teaching little Johnny to
get his minor pieces out in the opening. And he appeared to be playing his cards close to his chest.

Aagaard “Training of Calculation”
A new day, but not many came out of this opening session with reputation untarnished. Mikhail Tal, in
particular was slated for poor calculation skills.
Bojkov “Psychological & Training Issues”
There were handy tips for working with even the youngest children, specifically use of story. It was pointed
out that children do not like looking at their losses, so we should start asking them “Did you win or learn?”
Particular issues which can show up are fear of specific opponents, changing your play because of your
opponent’s strength/weakness (don’t!) or being unable to deal with defeats in a rational fashion.
Our speaker then segued into a consideration of different online resources, which I think most of us are
well familiar with after so long with OTB activity restricted.
So after another 90 minutes or so answering 20 questions, rehashing notes & tackling a couple of tricky
analysis problems, I emerged as a FIDE National Instructor, which officially certifies my competence up to
1700 rating. That limit just says I don’t have a track record at higher ratings, not that I become incompetent
above that! If you fancy some coaching on a specific topic, do have a word with me. I’m dealing with 3
groups/individuals & although payment won’t be an issue, time may be.

Nick Butland

